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SMSC CLUB S&T MEETING
The next SMSC meeting will be on

Sunday, 6 February 2022 at 6:30pm
at Wests Ashfield, 115 Liverpool Road, Ashfield

unless otherwise notified. All social distancing and other rules
will be observed.
Members and visitors are welcome and are encouraged to bring
projects for discussion.
Whilst catering for all standards, the problems encountered by
beginners in selecting suitable projects and then completing
them (along with other problems and pitfalls) will be addressed at
this meeting

**************************************************

ENDEAVOUR GROUP S&T MEETING
The next Endeavour Group meeting of SMSC will be hosted by
Harry Goedings at his home in Katoomba on

Saturday, 12th March 2022 from 11:30am to 1:30pm.

If you wish to come along and need details of the address, please
contact Harry on 0425209491 or by email to
<goedings@beagle.com.au>, lunch will be provided.
Members and visitors are welcome and are encouraged to bring
projects for discussion
These Endeavour Group meetings are held in the informal
atmosphere of a member’s home.

VALE KEVIN HUDSON

It is with deep sorrow that we note the passing of our shipmate Kevin Hudson
in December 2021.
Born in Sydney in 1948, Kevin spent
his working life servicing medical equipment in NSW and overseas and upon
retirement found perhaps the most complicated hobby he could when he decided to take up scratch building model
ships.
Twice the winner of the prestigious Royal Sydney Easter Show prize for arts
and crafts, Kevin had a
keen eye for detail and
accuracy and reports of
his excellent models have graced the pages of Chatterbox
over the years since the founding of the Sydney Model Shipbuilders Club, a Club of which he was a founding member.
Kevin moved to Port Macquarie where he continued his model shipbuilding, but still came to Sydney for our Club’s annual
EXPO’s whilst his health allowed him to do so.
Regrettably his long term illness returned and eventually
Kevin lost his brave battle. We share his loss with his wife
Pam, his family and friends, may he rest in peace.

RICHARD KEYES REMEMBERS
KEVIN HUDSON

Kevin was an irrepressible, larger than life person.
I first met Kevin when he came to me for advice in making
his first model, a Victory kit. This was an ambitious first project but it soon became clear that Kevin, though unfamiliar
with ship models, was no stranger to fine, intricate work.
Kevin was a natural at nautical models and any other craft
he turned his hand to. He had patience, fine motor skills
and an eye for detail—a legacy of his career servicing scientific instruments—and a commitment to perfection. While
I was supposed to be his mentor, I was soon learning
more from him than he was from me. Having devoted seven years to his excellent Victory model, Kevin went straight
to scratch building, making several incredibly fine ships,
planes and a train which we have all been fortunate to see
at various expos. Kevin also had a mastery of marquetry.
At a model expo in Los Angeles, he had a group of fellow
model makers in stitches describing various humorous
Australian characteristics. This was the other side of Kevin:
he was great with people. I always admired him for his "gift
of the gab." At any model exhibition he was a magnet for
passersby, an enthusiastic ambassador for the world of
model making. He especially enjoyed talking models with children in the hopes that some of
them would have a go in the future.
Kevin and his wife and soulmate, Pam, became a regular fixture in the model-making community. They also became our dear friends. Pam was by Kevin's side all the way through two separate battles with cancer. He is gone but not forgotten.
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FROM THE EDITOR’S DESK

Over the past couple of years we have come used to disappointments, and the end of
2021 threw up a doozy. Not only could we not hold our EXPO as the building work at
the Club was not completed on time, but we also had to cancel the final S&T for the
year and the Christmas Party that was to follow for the same reason.
We are looking forward to 2022 and hope that there will be no disruptions to our programme.
The February and March meetings are organised (see front page), so diarise the events.
We wait to hear from the EXPO Committee to see where and when our EXPO will be held, but
with all these delays, cancellations and postponements we hope to see lots of new models next
time we meet.

Tom

PRESIDENT’S MESSAGE

Hello to all our readers of Chatterbox! As we come to the end of 2021 we look back
upon the past year and wonder where it went! For the majority of us, we simply went
with the flow, did the right thing and went about our lives in a world somewhat different to what we are used to.
As we come out of the ‘Covid –era’ , particularly in Australia, we head towards some normality
and return to being able to get together in our beloved hobby of model ship building. Our meetings have continued successfully via Zoom but unfortunately we have had to cancel our annual
Expo for the second year. Never the less, we are now focussed on 2022 being the year we get
‘back to normal’ and a brighter, healthier and happier time for everyone.
Wherever you are reading this, I hope that you all enjoy the coming Xmas & new year period
with loved ones and friends and we look forward to the coming year reflecting good health &
happiness for you all.

Harry Goedings
President

CONFUSION REIGNS?

By Tom Wolf
His or Her Majesty's Ship, abbreviated HMS and H.M.S., is the ship prefix used for
ships of the Royal Navy. Derived terms such as “HMCS” and "HMAS" or “HMNZS”
for Colonial and Commonwealth navies, and equivalents in other languages such as
“USS” (in USA), "SMS" (in Germany), “HNLMS” (in Netherlands), and “KNM” (in Norway) are
examples of how these designations are used.
During the late 17th century, following the Restoration, the name Royal
Navy was officially adopted, as well as the prefix His Majesty's Ship, and
later, Her Majesty’s Ship. The first recorded use of the abbreviated form
"HMS" was in 1789, in respect of HMS Phoenix. From 1707 to circa 1800
HBMS (for His Britannic Majesty's Ship) was also used.
All ships in the Royal Navy are known as HM Ships, though formerly
when a distinction was made between different classes of ships the “third
letter” may disclose the nature of the vessel (eg HMB for barque … such as Endeavour) and
three-masted ship-rigged ships and smaller vessels would be called HM Frigate X, or HM
Sloop Y. Even today, the “S” may refer to a submarine.
The Royal Yacht Britannia was HMY, but HMT is not a reference to a commissioned Royal Navy ship, but rather “Hired Military Transport” even if it is utilised by the Admiralty.
Only currently commissioned ships of the Royal Navy are entitled to be designated as “HM”,
so since HMS Victory remains commissioned the designation is valid, but Trincomalee, a museum ship that left service in 1986 which is described as being the oldest British warship still
afloat as Victory is in drydock, strictly is not entitled to be so designated.
The navies of other countries have adopted a no less confusing way of referring to their ships,
but that is for somebody else to research.
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FORTHCOMING EXPO EVENTS IN 2022

(after the many disappointments of 2020/21, we look forward to these)

SMSC MODEL SHIP EXPO ‘22
A DATE TO BE ADVISED

This event is open to all members, visitors and other clubs to
exhibit maritime and related models.
Start preparing your models!

4 VILLAGES - SHIPBUILDERS HERITAGE
WALK

The walk following the route of the Shipbuilders Memorial Path in the
Brisbane Water Districts, will be held on Sunday, 1st May 2022.
SMSC will have a display stand along the path of the Walk.
For more details please contact Peter Rea <4hresearch@gmail.com>.

PORT MACQUARIE MODEL BOAT EXPO 2022

We believe that the Port Macquarie Model Boat Expo at Port Macquarie
Panthers Club, will take place on 9-10 July 2022. SMSC will likely have
exhibit tables at this Expo, so you now have time to prepare your models.
We will keep you updated with any more details of this event when known.

CANBERRA EXPO 2022

The Canberra Club has not yet informed us of the date of the 2022 Expo,
but we expect that it will be in mid to late September 2022. We will keep
you updated with details of this event when known.
For more information please contact: Peter Hateley 0401 670 829(m) or by
email to <hpeter@webone.com.au> or contact Bob Evans 6226 8957, or by email to
<rjeaevans@bigpond.com>.

CLARENDON CLASSIC MACHINERY, TRUCK & HOBBY
SHOW 2022

Expected to be held in September, if there is a conflict in dates with the Canberra Expo, this exhibition is a closer alternative to home at the Richmond Showground.

SYDNEY SCALE MODEL EXPO 2022

Scale Model Show is open to everyone and is to be held on a date
to be advised. For more information please contact:
www.sydneyscalemodelshow.net or
<sydneyscalemodelshow@gmail.com>

HUBERTUS MODEL BOAT SHOW 2022

Our friend s at the Hubertus Model Boat Club have invited us to attend their events, we will keep you updated with details of the events
when known.
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HMAS SYDNEY (ll)

Report by Tom Wolf
The recent 80th anniversary of its sinking and seeing a wonderful model
of this famous ship on our Club visit to the Museum at Nowra in 2018 inspired me to write this report about a
warship with great history and a tragic end.
HMAS Sydney (ll), named after the Australian city
of Sydney, was one of three British modified Leander class light cruisers acquired by the RAN in the
years immediately preceding World War II.
Her sister ships were Perth and Hobart and
in Australia they were known as Perth class
light cruisers.
On 8 July 1933 the ship that would become
Sydney (ll) was laid down as HMS Phaeton at Wallsend-on-Tyne in England. The
following year she was purchased, whilst
still under construction, by the Australian Government and renamed Sydney.
Sydney was commissioned on 24
September 1935, she was a modern, handsome looking ship with
sleek businesslike lines.
With an overall length of 555 feet, a
beam of 56 feet 8 inches and a
standard displacement of 7250
tons she was much larger than her
predecessor.
Her main armament consisted of eight 6-inch Mk XXIII guns, housed in four Mark XXI twin turrets. The two forward turrets were designated 'A' and 'B' respectively, while the two after turrets were designated 'X' and 'Y'.
During the early part of her operational history, Sydney
helped enforce sanctions at the time of the Abyssinian
crisis, and at the start of World War II was assigned to
convoy escort and patrol duties in Australian waters. In
May 1940, Sydney joined the British Mediterranean
Fleet for an eight-month deployment, during which she
sank two Italian warships, participated in multiple shore
bombardments, and provided support to the Malta
Convoys, while receiving minimal damage and no casualties.
On her return to Australia in February 1941, Sydney resumed convoy escort and patrol duties in home waters.
On 19 November 1941, Sydney was involved in a mutually destructive engagement with the German auxiliary
cruiser Kormoran, and was lost with all hands (645
aboard) near Dirk Hartog Island off the coast of Western
Australia. The wrecks of both ships were lost until 2008;
Sydney was found on 17 March, five days after
the Kormoran.
Sydney's defeat is commonly attributed to the proximity of the two ships during the engagement, and Kormoran's advantages of surprise and rapid, accurate fire. Although most of the
German crew survived the engagement, the cruiser’s loss with all hands makes it the worst
military tragedy in Australia’s history.
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MAKING STANCHIONS
Report by Tom Wolf
Would you like realistic stanchions on your model? Real stanchions
are usually square at the top and the bottom, like in the sketch immediately on
the right, but the commercially purchased stanchions are all round at both ends
as shown in the sketch next to it.
With the help of some hint articles and sketches prepared for the Ship Modellers Association based in California and with their kind permission to use their
material, we hope we can help you to make realistic looking stanchions for yourself with a
lathe and 2 home-made tools.
First you need to make a device that will assist you to feed
square stock into the centre (the working area) of the lathe.
This is easily done by soldering some square brass stock into
a round brass tube (see sketch on the left). The size of the
square brass stock depends on the size required.
You also need to make
a cutting die to your
particular design and
the height of your stanchion. There are a wide
variety of designs, here
are a few:
A sewing thimble is very good to hold
the end of the wood and to stop it
from whipping around.
When the stanchion is carved, hold
and brace a saw vertically to saw off
the stanchion from the square stock.
The above sketch summarises it all,
we hope that this has been useful in
your pursuit of this wonderful hobby.
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DIRK HARTOG (1580 – 1621)

By Alan Bideleux
Though his exact date of birth is not known, Dirk Hartog was baptized in October
1580. Born in the Netherlands into a seafaring family and his name is shown with
different spellings in various documents but is known in Australia as Dirk Hartog. He received
his first command at the age of 30 and spent years
trading in the Baltic and the Mediterranean seas until
he joined the Dutch East India Company (VOC) in
1616.
He was skipper on the “Eendracht” on its maiden
voyage to the East Indies (now Indonesia) when he
came to be separated in a storm from other VOC
ships that were sailing together, so he sailed east and
by doing so landed on the west coast of Australia on
October 25th 1616. Some of the crew came ashore at
what is now known as Cape Inscription (Shark Bay).
They left a plate (a flattened piece of pewter) at the
landing site inscribed with what translates as
“1616, 25 October, arrived here the ship Eendracht of Amsterdam, the upper
-merchant, Gillis Miebais of Liege, Captain Dirck Hatichs of Amsterdam; the
27th ditto set sail again for Bantam, the under-merchant Jan Stein, the uppersteersman Pieter Dookes of Bill, Anno 1616.” (Dirck Hatichs is one of
the variable spelling for Dirk Hartog)
On his return to the Netherlands in 1618 Hartog left the VOC to resume private trading in the Baltics until his death in 1621
That flattened pewter plate remained in place until 2 nd February 1697, when
it was located lying on the ground (the wooden post having rotted and decayed with the passage of time). It was discovered by Willem de Vlamingh sailing on Geelvinck, who then set up
a plate of his own (on a post made of cypress pine) recording his arrival at the same place.
On that plate he also entered the details previously set out by Hartog. Possibly realizing the
historic significance of Hartog’s plate, he took the original back to Europe where it was held
and eventually put on display at the Rijksmuseum. It remains one of the oldest known record
of the arrival of any Europeans in or on Australia.
In later years many others visited Shark Bay with William Dampier
arriving in August 1699. He surveyed the northern parts of Shark
Bay before sailing round North West Cape. Then in 1772 Louis
de Saint Alouarn landed and claimed the island in the name of the
King of France by burying a bottle and 2 French coins. These
were later discovered on 1998.
In 1801 a French expedition led by Nicholas Baudin, entered
Shark Bay and a crew put ashore by second in charge Emmanuel
Hamelin on the French expedition vessel “Naturaliste” found the de Vlamingh plate half buried
in sand. Hamelin reinstated de Vlamingh’s plate and added his own plate inscribed with his voyage on a post next
to it.
Hamelin then named the location as Cape Inscription, a
name that it still bears.
However, one of the men on board, Louis de Freycinet
returned to Shark Island in 1818 and took it to the Académie Française in Paris. It remained at the Academie for
the next 100 years only to be rediscovered in 1940 and
its significance fully realized.
In 1947 the French government returned the plate to
Australia and in 1950 it was put on display at the WA Museum - Shipwreck Galleries in Fremantle.
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A “MADE” MAIN MAST

By Alan O’Neill, review by Tom Wolf
This is a review of a PowerPoint presentation on 15 September 2021 by
Alan O’Neill at the Midwest Model Shipwrights. Alan’s home club is the Model Shipwrights
of Niagara. Larger images can be downloaded at modelshipwrightsofniagara.weebly.com
on the Blog page under September 2021.
We at SMSC have, over the years, developed a relationship with other Clubs from all over the
world and by arrangement and their kind permission acknowledging the source and the author,
we make this review available for our members.
1.
The presentation was on what were called “made” masts,
and show Alan’s first attempt as a scratch build modelling novice, to make one. The image on the slide depicts the 74 gun 3rd
rate British warship HMS Bellerophon as launched in 1786
(before dolphin strikers were installed). It shows three vertical
and the one somewhat horizontal sets of masts. The MAIN
MAST is the focus of this presentation and it includes the TOP,
or platform, and the CAP.
2.
Alan went to the sources to appreciate how modeller's
made their masts and found one for a made mast. An article in
the No. 43-3 issue of the Nautical Research Guild provided a
very clear and descriptive method used by Dr. Bobbitt.
Alan was fortunate to have access to plates 2 and 3 from Steels
Mast Making Volume 1.1 dated 1794 which provided a good portion of the necessary information although it is difficult to find two
sources that agree. The image shows the pieces of the made
foremast of the Great Britain. The larger diameter masts were
made from numerous smaller pieces. Depending on the location, in section, there could be as
many as 13 pieces. Ship models are regularly made of six pieces, the mast body, two cheeks
and two bibs, and the paunch, Alan decided to build a simplified made main mast in nine parts.
3.
According to Steels, the Main Mast had a maximum of 13
parts in section, and a close look will indicate it is somewhat
oval in shape. Alan began by creating a 2D drawing (Draftsight)
of the parts to help him visualize the assembly for his simplified
made mast. Shown are the two SIDE TREES, the centre SPINDLE, the upper and lower CHEEKS, and the FRONT FISH or
PAUNCH. Not shown are the FORE and AFTER SIDE FISH
nor the BIBS.
4.
Alan then created a 3D model (Fusion 360) to better visualize his simplified pieces. The
top image, a view from the aft looking forward, reveals seven parts: two SIDE TREES, the centre SPINDLE, and the upper and lower CHEEKS. Note that the model does not show the AFT
SIDE FISH as it would hide the SPINDLE up to the STOPS.
The bottom image shows the fore side of the mast with the aft view above for comparison.
BIBS are added. Note that the model does not show the FORE
SIDE FISH extending below the PAUNCH and above the HEEL.
The extra long FRONT FISH or PAUNCH is correct for 1786.
The shorter, narrower PAUNCH, that protects the mast from the
rubbing of yards when raised and lowered, came about in the
following decade. Alan is certain that the newer style PAUNCH
seen in kit builds of HMS Bellerophon would have been used
later on since this mast was blown away a few time during her
29 years of active service.
cont. p. 9
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cont. from p.8

5.
SIDE TREES AND SPINDLE ASSEMBLY
The side trees and spindle assembly began with two long oversized
blanks for the SIDE TREES seen in the top image. Rubber cemented a
printed pattern on two sides, and removed material to create the gap for
the SPINDLE with a wood rasp and files. Hack saw blades were double
side taped and clamped to the template lines to act as filing stops and
ensure a level surface was created. The SPINDLE is an elongated diamond shape, with flattened ends. The bottom image shows the parts glued together and extra outboard material removed. These drop pieces were used for the CHEEKS, FISH, PAUNCH, and BIBS.
6.
PARTS ASSEMBLY
The mast was turned down on a mini wood lathe to the basic tapering
diameters provided by Steels before adding features. The slide shows
the TREES turned down at the HEEL and the addition of the FORE
SIDE FISH portion added below the FRONT FISH or PAUNCH. The
FORE SIDE FISH runs under the PAUNCH for the full length of the
mast up to the stops. An extra 2" of square stock was added extending at the HEEL and HEAD
end to aid in setting up the four sides; allowing rotation of the mast at exactly 90° intervals and
properly locate flats for the CHEEKS, PAUNCH, and FISH.
7.
FINISHED PRODUCT AT THE HEEL
The far left image shows the roughly shaped FRONT FISH or
PAUNCH and the AFT SIDE FISH glued and clamped. These were
filed and sanded to shape on the mast. The centre image shows the
finished FRONT FISH, the FORE SIDE FISH, and the HEEL TENON.
The right side image is a side view and shows the AFTER SIDE FISH
and 1/8" dowels or pins used to hold the assembly of the TREES and
SPINDLE together when turning on the lathe earlier. These are located so as to be under the
WOOLDING ROPES and metal HOOPS, so they will eventually be hidden.
8.
FINISHED PRODUCT AT THE CHEEKS
The image (left) shows the CHEEKS and BIBS. The CHEEKS were
roughly shaped on the table and finished in situ. The BIB angle was
based on what is in The Anatomy of Nelson`s Ships (but be careful not
to set them too wide an angle so it supports the TREES).

9.
FINISHED PRODUCT AT THE HEAD
The four images (right) show the HOUNDS of the CHEEKS with the
stepped BIBS attached, the shape of the FISH at the STOPS, and the
aft inclined TENON at the HEAD. The UPPER CHEEKS are chamfered along the length of the four corners. The SPINDLE and UPPER
CHEEKS at the STOPS above the HOUNDS is 28” square for the first
16” above the STOPS, then it tapers inwards on all four sides to finish
below the TENON at 24" square. The TENON at the HEAD is angled
from Forward to Aft.
10. OVERALL FRONT VIEW
The image on the left is the completed assembly of
the first stage of the made main mast.

cont. p.10
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cont. from p. 9
11. TRESTLE AND CROSS TREES, HOOPS AND BATTENS
The TRESTLE TREES run fore and aft. The CROSS TREES
run athwartships as their name implies. Both are set or stepped
into each other.
The BOLSTERS are a large quarter rounded block of wood that
the shrouds are bent over.
Both wooden WOOLDING HOOPS and IRON HOOPS are added, there will be rope wrapped between the pairs of wooden
hoops at a later date. The wooden WOOLDING HOOPS are
made with shavings steamed into shape.
The IRON HOOPS are card stock blackened with a permanent marker. Eight mast head BATTENS are added at two per side. These protected the assembly of the shrouds and are tapered at their head and foot. In the image above you can see the BIBS removed so they could
be relocated to properly support the TRESTLE TREES.
12. MAIN TOP
The MAIN TOP or platform is made by laminating 3 layers of
1/32" yellow cedar sheets together cross grain with wood glue;
essentially making your own plywood. The “D” shaped layout
and LUBBER'S HOLE are traced from a paper template using
carbon paper, then cut out with a scroll saw and sanded to final
finished shape.
The PLANK edges are cut in with a scalpel and the grooves
darkened with a soft HB mechanical pencil to make them pop.
Normally darkened plank edges signify caulking and it is believed the TOPS were not caulked. The TOPS are normally painted black which would hide
this detail. Fore and aft planking ran athwartships while those to each side ran fore and aft.
Their ends overlapped so the underside is grooved to show the difference.
13. TRIM, BATTENS, CROWSFEET AND BLOCK HOLES
The TRIM, GUNWALES, and RIM pieces are fitted along the
perimeter with the STIFFENING TIMBERS or BATTENS radiating from a point just behind the forward CROSS TREE.
The Anatomy of Nelson's Ships tells and show us the top of
the BATTENS are tapered whereas multiple other sources
indicate they are hollowed with a concaved radius and are
shallower in height at their inner end.
Various holes are added for BLOCKS and the CROWSFEET,
and slots for the DEADEYE FUTTOCK PLATES. There are
only 4 slots on each side for the DEADEYES. Various images show 4, 5, or 6 shrouds. Steels
states there were 4 pairs of shrouds but calls up 12 deadeyes.
14. RAILING
The GUNWALE PLANK was added above the aft BATTENS
and holes were drilled for the four RAIL STANCHIONS.
I've seen STANCHIONS as square in shape with ornamental
shaping or the corners chamfered, and also as simply rounded in shape with a pocket for the rail at the head. I made
mine the latter.
Bamboo was shaped round with a draw plate, and coloured
black with a permanent marker. The rail pockets were made
with bond paper coloured similarly. Holes were drilled and
one end of each STANCHION was sharpened to a point to fit
and be glued into a blind hole in the underside of the rail.
cont. p.11
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cont. from p.10
15. IRON STIFFENING BARS and SWIVEL GUN CHOCKS
IRON STIFFENING BARS are added to the outside perimeter
of the main mast top. SWIVEL GUN CHOCKS are installed inboard of those. Information regarding these items was found in
Arming and Fitting of English Ships of War, The Masting and
Rigging of English Ships of War, Steels Rigging and Seamanship Vol. 1, and Anatomy of the Ship Bellona.
Three holes are drilled in each CHOCK between the DEADEYE FUTTOCK slots to mount the six, 1-1/2" bore, 1/2 pound,
16" long swivel guns. 18 to 74 gun ships were issued 12 swivel guns and these could be used
on the fore and main tops, or the ships boats.
16. BOLTS
Bolts are added through the CHEEKS, HOUNDS, TRESTLE
and CROSS TREE timbers to add a little more detail for those
that would someday care to look close enough, use black monofilament fishing line at a diameter somewhat equivalent to the
bolt size for this. A length is cut from the spool and the surface
is roughened with sandpaper to give the wood glue something
to grip to. Blind holes are laid out and drilled on both sides.
The bolt material is then dipped into wood glue and inserted
into the hole. Excess glue is scraped away immediately, once
dried it is trimmed flush with a scalpel.
17. CAP, COAT, JEER CLEATS and FID PLATES
The CAP is made in one piece but simulates the two piece
coaked and bolted construction with a part line along its length
on centre, and six bolts through the sides. The leaning head
tenon locks the CAP in place.
Soften the edges and score the part line on centre lengthwise.
Then add holes for the eye bolts on the underside for the four
rope blocks and the LEATHER COAT at the top mast heel hole.
The LEATHER COAT at the round Top Mast hole is simulated
with natural brown packing paper cut and glued to both the top
and underside of the CAP. Nails are simulated with a pencil.
Add the two JEER CLEATS to the Upper Cheeks of the mast,
and the two load bearing Top Mast FID PLATES are placed on the TRESTLE TREES.
The cleats are constructed of three glued and shaped pieces. The FID PLATES are blackened
card stock.
18. LUBBERS WOOD
The LUBBERS WOOD is a 1-1/2" thick plank that is installed
on each CROSS TREE and fits inside the LUBBERS HOLE of
the TOP platform. The word "Lubber" means clumsy oaf.

19. COMPLETED ASSEMBLY
Here is the completed assembly in the storage stand, the rope
blocks to the TOP and CAP are yet to be added as well as the
WOOLDING ROPES between the wooden HOOPS.
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USEFUL IDEAS AND TRIVIA

Report by Tom Wolf
From issues of old newsletters from other Clubs from around the world, or simply because they cropped up in discussions, these ideas may help you resolve the problems that confront you:
Converting half gun barrel to long gun
(idea by Ralph Martin from “Forecastle Report” September 2014)
Of interest to those who:
•
need full length cannons (maybe they
lost the one provided in the kit?) and
have a similar profile half gun barrel
•
May wish to make some significant
changes to the lower gun deck in the
interest of authenticity.
After the gun carriage is made, as per the
photos you can create a planked gun deck
and make your own guns by first casting an
acrylic gun from one you have and then cutting off the end and adding the half gun barrel to it.
Old fashioned sanding blocks - (idea
in “Forecastle Report” November 2015)
These date back to the 1950’s, they were
made by EXACTO.
Can be made from pine or hardwood
(like maple), the sandpaper is kept in
place by wedges.
With the pine blocks, it commonly breaks
at the point where the wedge is inserted.
If you decide you like it, you can make
one for each grit you use
Paper Mast Hoops – by Doc Williams in “Forecastle Report” September 2015
Advantages are scale appearance and good colour (depending on paper stock used). Disadvantage is the fussy production method. Production involves wrapping a strip of coloured paper stock around a waxed dowel while applying a thin coat of white glue thinned with water.
The number of wraps will dictate the
width of the hoop, but several wraps
are needed to assure sufficient hoop
strength (too few wraps will result in
hoops that won’t hold their shape).
A special jig can be made to hold a
razor blade at the proper angle for
cutting off sections of the paper rolled
on a dowel. Included is a thickness
guide plate to make each cut uniform.
The paper wrapped dowel is either
mounted on a lathe or a drill and rotated to cut the paper into rings. If the
dowel was coated with wax, the paper
hoops should slide off the dowel end
easily. If the paper does not have the
correct colour, the hoops can be
painted.
cont. p.13
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cont. from p. 12
Bow Clamp - (from “Forecastle Report”
November 2013)
A wooden block is cut to the desired bow
profile angle shape is a clamping device
that can be used to secure hull planking at
the bow during gluing. Attach a length of
rubber band which runs around the block and a fitting to hold it at the stern. Simple but effective
and may be kept in case you build a similar shaped bow ship into the future.
Deadeyes - Rigging lanyards (from “Forecastle Report” No1.
vember 2010)
•
Start threading with a stopper knot on the shroud deadeye, the knot is always on the opposite side to the short end
of the shroud (fig 1.)
•
Thread as shown (stopper knot is on the inboard side of the
deadeye) between the upper (shroud side) and lower deadeyes (figs 2 and 3)
•
Tie off as show on the shroud (fig. 4).

2.

3.

4.

Plastic casing (from Forecastle Report May 2012)
You must decide critical specifications when planning the purchase of plastic (Perspex) casing. You need to outline the physical size of a case by overlaying a pattern on the model’s broadside plan to see how big the case should be. Clearance of at
least two inches on all sides is recommended.
Planning the base is also critical, as that will dictate how the case
will fit. It may be best to build the base first and take it to the case
supplier to give them a dimension to which to build. Doing it the
other way around can lead to some problems with fit later on.
Thickness of the plastic is critical when the case needs to be really large. For miniatures, a thickness of 3/16” is sufficient.
Why do fishing boats carry 2 different kinds of anchor?
According to Bob Filipowski who made a presentation for the Midwest
Model Shipwrights’ meeting in August 2021 during which this subject
came up for discussion, he could not shed light on the reason, but his research categorically found that both iron stock and bank anchors were
used on fishing boats.
The iron stock anchors connected by chain were used in harbours, and
the bank anchors with the long stocks were only used on the grand banks
whilst fishing. The cable used for the banks anchor was normally stowed on deck, and could
measure 300 to 400 fathoms in length. (1 fathom = 6 feet [a bit short of 2 metres])
What is a Baggywrinkle (sometimes referred to as baggy winkle)
According to Wikipedia, Baggywrinkle is a soft covering for cables (or any
other obstructions) to reduce sail chafe. There are many points in the rig of a
large sailing ship (shrouds and spreaders) where the sails come into contact
with the standing rigging; unprotected sails would soon develop holes at the
points of contact. Baggywrinkle provides a softer wearing surface for the sail.
Baggywrinkle is made from short pieces of yarn cut from old lines that have
been taken out of service. Two parallel lengths of marline are stretched between fixed points, and the lengths of yarn are attached using a hitch called
a "railroad sennit" (like plaiting).
This creates a long, shaggy fringe which, when the marline is wound around
a cable, becomes a large hairy cylinder
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SMSC has, over the years, developed a relationship with other Clubs from all
over the world. In particular, we regularly receive newsletters from the Midwest Model Shipwrights (USA) called the “Forecastle Report“ and by arrangement and their kind permission acknowledging the source and the author, we
have extracted the following article from their August 2020 issue and adapted
it for the use of our members

MODELLING A
BEAKHEAD BULKHEAD

Doc Williams is a prominent and most experienced
member of MMS his experience is valued by all.
He addressed (by virtual contact during the pandemic) the members of MMS and probably the
most important message to come out of his talk
was the fact that complex assemblies aren’t so
complex, if you break them down into subassemblies.
That’s exactly what he did while constructing this
piece for his Royal William.
The next noteworthy tip
was the fact that the entire
bulk-head was constructed
off the model, and then
glued in place.
Constant checks for proper
fit were a must, but it also
minimized the chances of
bumping the model and
suffering serious damage.
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“SIRIUS” ANCHOR & CANNON

Report by Tom Wolf
HMS Sirius was the flagship of the First Fleet, which set out from Portsmouth, England, in 1787 to establish the first European colony in New South Wales
Built in 1780 as a merchantman and called Berwick, she caught alight and was burned in the
fire. She was then bought by the Royal Navy in November 1781, and the newly purchased
vessel was fitted out and coppered and when completed was commissioned as HMS Berwick.
She carried 10 guns.
She was commissioned for service and went out to North America spending the last part of the
American War of Independence there, transferring to the West Indies in 1784. Paid off in February 1785 she was initially laid up before being fitted for sea between September and December 1786 for service with the First Fleet, it was at this time she was renamed HMS Sirius.
This wrought iron anchor belonged to the HMS Sirius
which arrived at Botany Bay and subsequently at Port
Jackson (Sydney Harbour) in January 1788. It stands at
3.2 metres high and is set on a 1.2 metre granite and unpolished marble base.
At the foot of the base there stands a bronze cannon that
belonged to the Sirius. The cannon is approximately two
metres in length and sits on a four-wheeled carriage.
The anchor was recovered off Norfolk Island in 1905,
where it had lain since the wreck of the Sirius on the 19 th of March 1790. Along with the H.M.S.
Supply, the Sirius left Sydney Cove in early March 1790 laden with supplies for Norfolk Island,
where it was wrecked on Norfolk Reef.
The cannon was landed off the Sirius shortly after foundation
of the colony in 1788 and had been used as a signal gun at
South Head Signal Station.
After the recovery of the anchor from the Sirius wreck (and its
transport back to Sydney) in 1905, the anchor and cannon
were installed in Macquarie Place in Sydney on 8 January
1907.
Over the years, SMSC has developed a relationship with other Clubs from Australia
and all over the world. In particular, we regularly receive “Scuttlebutt“, the newsletter of
the Canberra Model Shipwrights Society and by arrangement and their kind permission acknowledging the source and the author, we reprint the following extract from
their September 2021 issue.

RICH MARITIME HISTORY ON
NORFOLK ISLAND - by Peter Hateley

HMS Sirius, the flagship of the first Fleet, commanded by Post Captain John
Hunter after a 1789 refit in Mosman Bay sailed for Norfolk Island, but while at anchor off Slaughter Bay to unload stores was wrecked on the reef of this bay. There was little
loss of life and most of the stores were recovered as were a lot of items from the ship. The
crew of the Sirius was isolated on Norfolk for about nine months before being rescued and returned to Sydney. The wreck site (marked with a plaque) has been subjected to extensive maritime archaeologic study over the years
with more artefacts being recovered.
Some of the artefacts, including the carronades recovered from the wreck, are
in the HMS Sirius Museum located in
the one building remaining from the convict prison of the second settlement
1825 to 1855.
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LA PEROUSE

Report by Tom Wolf
Located on the northern headland of Botany Bay and on the opposite side of the
Bay to Kurnell (Lieut. Cook and Captain Arthur Phillip’s landing place), this suburb
of metropolitan Sydney is about 14km from the CBD.
It is one of few Sydney suburbs with a French name and reminds us how close we came to
having the French arriving in Australia before the British established their colony.
La Perouse was named after the French navigator Jean-François de Galaup, comte de
Lapérouse (1741–88), who had been commissioned in 1785 in Astrolabe and Boussole by
Louis XVI of France to carry out a scientific voyage of the Pacific inspired by the voyages of
Cook. Contrary to popular belief, the French did not have orders to claim Terra Australis for
France and the arrival of the French ships and their meeting with the ships of the British expedition was cordial and followed normal protocols. Lapérouse subsequently sent his journals
and letters to Europe with the British ship, the HMS Sirius (the First Fleet’s flagship).
He landed on the northern shore of Botany Bay on 26 January 1788. Captain Arthur Phillip and
the first fleet of convicts had arrived in Botany Bay a few days earlier.
The French came to regroup and repair after 12 of their men, including the Captain of Astrolabe, had been attacked and was killed in Samoa
Astrolabe and Boussole arrived off Botany Bay on 24 January just six days after Captain Arthur Phillip (1738–1814) had anchored in HMS Supply.
The British found Botany Bay unsuitable for a Settlement, and on 26 January 1788, as Captain
John Hunter was moving the First Fleet around to Port Jackson (Sydney Harbour) on Captain
Phillip’s orders, Lapérouse was sailing into Botany Bay. The fleets received each other courteously with offers of mutual assistance.
The expedition's naturalist and chaplain, Father Louis Receveur, died in February due to
injuries received in the skirmish in Samoa and
was buried at Frenchmans Cove below the La
Perouse headland, not far from the Lapérouse
Museum.
The grave site was marked and in 1824 a tree
was inscribed and in 1825, Hyacinthe de Bougainville paid for the tombstone that is on the
site today.
Receveur was the second European to be buried on the East Coast of Australia, the first being
a member of Cook's 1770 expedition who is buried at Kurnell on the other side of the Botany
Bay headlands.
The French stayed at Botany Bay for six weeks and after building a longboat (to replace one
lost in Samoa) and obtaining wood and water, the French departed.
In the journals taken to Europe by Sirius, Lapérouse wrote that he expected to be back in
France by December 1788, but the two ships vanished. The last official sighting of the French
expedition was in March 1788 when British lookouts stationed at the South Head of Port Jackson saw the expedition sail from Botany Bay. The French expedition was wrecked a short time
later in cyclones on the reefs of the Solomon Islands.
The large Lapérouse Monument is an obelisk erected in 1825 by French residents of Sydney..
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